After more than forty years, the *Historisches Wörterbuch* reaches its end with *Zynismus*. Some might consider this appropriate, for cynics might view the whole enterprise as outdated, old-fashioned, and, in the age of the internet, irrelevant to historians and philosophers alike. They would be wrong, for this is a monument of scholarship that provides far more than a summary of past results. Not only do the authors survey the development of philosophy over the centuries, but they frequently provide starting points for further reflection about future directions of research. For those with German, there are inexhaustible riches here, and even those without German may benefit from the considerable bibliographies that accompany each article.

For the historian of medicine, this is perhaps the most valuable volume of all, for it surveys growth (*Wachstum*) and development (*Wirkungsgeschichte* and cognate words), time (*Zeit*), change (*Wechsel*) and interaction (*Wechselwirkung*), in man and woman (*Weiblich*). The world (*Welt*), from its (non-)generation to its future (*Zukunft/Weltende*), is here for the contemplation of the cosmopolite (*Weltgesellschaft*), who might be interested in the ways in which the West has defined itself and been defined. One can follow philosophers as they have attempted to define essence (*Wesen*) according to their various understandings of truth (*Wahrheit*). A desire for pleasure (*Wollust*) outstripping well-being (*Wohlwollen*) might bring down the wrath of God (*Zorn Gottes*), the object of trust (*Zuversicht*) as well as an actor in a universe (*Wirken Gottes*) filled with objects of wonderment (*Wunderbare*). One can find here information on theories of the welfare state (*Wohlfahrt*) and on the civil polity (*Zivilgesellschaft*), both valuable for pointing to differences between British, American and Continental attitudes. A substantial section is devoted to knowledge (*Wissenschaft*) and its cognates, and reminds us that an abundance of learning or science does not necessarily equate with wisdom (*Weisheit*), let alone with worldly wisdom (*Weltweisheit*). Logicians may deny this (*Widerspruchsfreiheit*).

The whole encylopaedia is a resource for historians as well as philosophers, and should be on the shelves of every major library. Although aimed at a German-speaking audience, its entries range much wider, and show the insular just how varied many of the terms and concepts that we use today have been and are. The editors and the publishers deserve heartfelt thanks.
